PROVEN DISASTER RECOVERY

jurisdiction

At a glance...
• Operate from a world class jurisdiction in the event of a
disaster
• Operate for up to 90 days under your existing primary
license
• Obtain peace of mind by using a licensed disaster
recovery provider
• Join a client base who have already benefited from the
protection our services provide

A Jurisdiction with
a Proven Disaster
Recovery Track
Record
Imagine a number of unrelated incidents virtually destroying the
telecommunications infrastructure of your primary jurisdiction.
This sounds unlikely but is exactly the situation that a number of
operators faced in December 2008.
Clients from all over the world regularly benefit from the
protection that Domicilium provide. Operators from Canada to
Malta have invoked during outages in their chosen jurisdiction
mitigating both financial and reputational risks associated with
downtime.
Domicilium have been providing disaster recovery services to
a number of different business sectors for over ten years. As a
licensed Isle of Man disaster recovery provider we offer the colocation and networking facilities on which the Island’s reputation
has been built.

In the unlikely event of a disaster in your primary jurisdiction,
wouldn’t you want the peace of mind that only Domicilium can
provide?
Jonathan Wright - director of wholesale products at Interoute
which manages part of the optical fibre network - told the BBC
that the effects of the break would be felt for many days.
“This will grind economies to a halt for a short space of time,”
he said “If you look at, say, local financial markets who trade
with European and US markets, the speed at which they get live
data will be compromised.”
“If you think how quickly trades can be placed, if they are
suffering from bad latency times, then by the time a trade is
placed, the market may well have moved on.”
Source: BBC website
Contact Domicilium to test your mission critical data
systems in an alternative jurisdiction:
T: +44 (0)1624 825278
E: info@domicilium.com

If problems occur you need to know that your business will
continue to operate. Domicilium provide the same high quality
network and co-location service to all its clients. These world
class services are underpinned by our technical team who will
do what it takes to keep you running. We have the commitment,
reputation and experience to help you protect your business
when it is at its most vulnerable.

Essential hosting facilities in a virtual world

The Isle of Man Datacentre, Ronaldsway Industrial Estate,
Ballasalla, Isle of Man, IM9 2RS

